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Mojo is as fast as the wind when he is with his cheetah,
Dante. That's how he is able to spy on the nasty Beast Boys,
who have been terrorizing the city of Cairo for weeks. He
makes a shocking discovery: the Beast Boys are increasing
their ranks! More evil superheroes means even more
danger – not only for the Animal Heroes, but for the entire
world.
ABOUT THE SERIES

CONTENT

The Animal Heroes are seemingly normal kids who become
superheroes when they are with their magical animals, and
take on the ability to swim like a ray, run like a cheetah, fly
like a falcon, or climb like a gecko. Their enemies, the Beast
Boys, will stop at nothing to get their hands on a sculpture
the Animal Heroes have, which has the power to make any
creature in the world magical. The elements of magic,
animals and superheroes make the Animal Heroes series
compelling and unforgettable.

In this adventure, told from the perspective of Mojo, a series
of crimes has the people of Cairo on edge. Thieves with
superpowers have robbed stores and then disappeared with
the loot in unusual ways. Do the Beast Boys have something
to do with it? It appears so.
Mojo senses the presence of other powerful animals and
tracks them. He ends up witnessing the next robbery, this
time targeting a jewelry store. One of the thieves escapes by
running incredibly fast, like a hyena, while the other
clambers up the building like a gorilla and escapes over the
rooftops. Mojo alerts the Animal Heroes.
Out in the desert, a further theft takes place, observed by
the Animal Heroes. The situation is even more dire than
they knew: the Beast Boys are adding to their team, turning
more and more boys into evil superheroes! The entire world
is in danger.
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THE AUTHOR
Thilo is a successful screenwriter and has a wide range of
German favorites to his credit. During the past few years, he
has increasingly gained recognition as a children's book
author and has been published by several well-known
publishing houses. Thilo currently lives in Mainz with his
wife and four children.
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